
 

 

 

 
Middle School  

2021 - 2022 

Summer Reading  

Rising Grade 6 English 
 

The books listed below are required but are not provided by the school. I have found new and used copies through internet 

shops (links below). 

 

Follow the guidelines below. PLEASE feel free to contact me if you feel stuck, have questions, or need help: 

sdempsey@calvertonschool.org 
 

1) Please read D’Aulaires’Book of Greek Myths (Paperback) by Ingri and Edgar Parin D'Aulaires.  

We will begin the year with the study of this book, so read carefully.  Keep an artist’s, poet’s, or 

writer’s journal as you read, filling your journal with your impressions of these stories.  I will 

collect and grade your response journal on the first day we return to school. The journal will 

provide you with a record of what you learned from reading the book. Feel free to write, highlight, 

or underline in your book as you read.  This may help you when we work with the myths as part of 

Unit 1 during the school year. Suggestions for the reader’s journal are on the next page. 

 

https://www.amazon.com/DAulaire-Ingri-Author-DAulaires-

Greek/dp/B01GEXOZQG/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=D’Aulaires’Book+of+Greek+Myths&qid=162230369

9&sr=8-2 

 

https://www.betterworldbooks.com/product/detail/D-Aulaires--Book-of-Greek-Myths-9780449014165 

 

https://www.thriftbooks.com/w/daulaires-book-of-greek-myths-by-edgar-parin-daulaire-ingri-

daulaire/246910/?resultid=7e61b31e-5f2d-4953-8603-9836056223ff#edition=6462039&idiq=4003696 

 

2) Please read a second literary work (book) of your choice. Bring this book with you on the first day of school, as 

you will be working on a small project and presentation. You do NOT need to keep a journal for this book. 

 

3) Please read DK Eyewitness Books Early Humans (Hardcover).  

There is NO assigned activity or writing to accompany this book. You will be talking about and 

studying early humans in Grade 6. This will provide you with some background.  
https://www.thriftbooks.com/w/early-humans-dk-eyewitness_nick-

merriman/1368660/?resultid=6c45b770-3973-48a0-851e-918028bd71d3 - 

edition=4528374&idiq=2737268 

 

https://www.betterworldbooks.com/product/detail/early-humans-0394822579 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Early-Humans-DK-Eyewitness-

Books/dp/0789458063/ref=sr_1_2?crid=37ROQVS5GU0I1&dchild=1&keywords=dk+eyewitness+books+early+h

umans+dk&qid=1622224931&sprefix=dk+eyewitness+books+Early%2Caps%2C173&sr=8-2 
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4) IXL LANGUAGE ARTS: 

 Log into your IXL account for GRADE 5 (DO NOT COMPLETE ANY WORK IN GRADE 6) 

 You can choose those skills in which you feel you could use the most practice. 

 DO NOT work on exercises that your class has already completed this year  

 You must work on an exercise until you achieve a score of 80 or BETTER to receive credit 

 You decide how many exercises to complete, and your work will be graded accordingly: 

o 20 exercises completed at 80% or better will receive an A+/100 

o 15 exercises completed at 80% or better will receive B+ 

o 10 exercises completed at 80% or better will receive C+ 

o 5 exercises completed at 80% or better will receive D+ 

o Less than 5 exercises completed at 80% or better will receive INCOMPLETE  

 
Suggestions for reader’s journal are below: 

 Pick a journal or notebook: I would prefer that you DO NOT keep your journal online. 

 Include an entry header indicating date and some kind of title: Each time you sit down to read, make an 

entry.  Entries do not need to be the same length or the same type. Note page numbers referred to. 

 Make some entries creative: If you are artistic, draw or paint something that caught your imagination; if you 

are a poet, write poems or lyrics about something that happened or about a character or place.  Make a map, 

showing where events take place, or where the character has travelled. Make a chart or mind map of all the 

characters and their relationships. 

 Make some entries academic: following any of the suggestions below:  

Personal thoughts and reactions: Be reflective; think about why you may be responding the way you are. 

Leave room for recording later reflections on the same topic/event/character. One way to do this is to take notes 

on the left-hand page of notebook and reserve the right-hand page for later additions, comments, questions, and 

so on. 

Comments/questions on plot, structure, point of view, characterization, or setting:  

Plot: What is the main conflict/minor conflicts? How are conflicts related? What causes them? Where does the 

climax occur and what causes it? How is conflict resolved? Do some conflicts go unresolved? 

Narrative Structure: Is the narrative chronological, or does it jump around in time, with flashbacks? Does the 

writer use foreshadowing?  Irony? 

Point of view: Who tells the story? Do you trust the narrator to give an honest account of events and 

characters, or is the narrator obviously biased? How does the narrator affect your reading of the story?  



Characterization: How are characters introduced and developed?  Who do you find sympathetic and whom do 

you dislike?  How and why do characters change? What do they learn? What problems do they have? Do they 

have traits that contradict one another and therefore cause internal conflicts? Do they experience epiphanies?  

Setting: Where does the action take place? (Think not only about geographic location but also physical space: 

indoors, outdoors, small rooms, palatial homes, etc.) Describe this place. At what period in history does the 

action unfold? What is going on in society at that time that is affecting the character or causing conflict? 

              Quote and comment: Record and discuss favorite or interesting quotes in your journal 

Final impact of the story. At the end of the book, take some time to record the overall impact the story had on 

you. Did the story flow well and keep you engaged, or did it feel uneven? What impact did characters have, if 

any, on you personally?   


